PACIFIC:
The Pacific Fleet struck again yesterday at Honshu. This new blow carried out by 1,500 American and British carrier planes plus light naval units fell on the Tokio area. The Jap radio reported yesterday that about 1,500 American and British carrier planes were attacking airfields and military installations in the Tokio area. American carrier planes spotted remnants of the Japanese fleet at Yokosuka anchorage in Tokio Bay and they heavily attacked them with bombs, rockets and torpedoes in the face of intense flak. Results of the attack on the Jap warships are not yet known because of the heavy haze that covered the target area.

Light Allied naval units started to bombard the Honshu coastline at 11 o'clock last night and they shelled the shore targets until early this morning. This marks the fifth day in succession that Allied warships have lobbed shells onto the Jap homeland and the 43rd straight day that American bombers have struck at the home islands. Since July 10th over 100 tons of bombs and shells have fallen on Japanese targets every hour. Admiral Nimitz announced that in Tuesday's great carrier plane attack on Honshu that severe damage was caused to military installations as well as to Jap shipping off the coast.

General MacArthur has announced that in Monday's "Allied Run" over Kyushu by American planes from Okinawa that A-26 "Invader" planes were used for the first time. More than 300 of these bombers manned by airmen who had seen service in the ETO made a sweep of the entire island hitting airfields. Okinawa based bombers yesterday were back over Kyushu while other bombers hit shipping along the China coast.

Australian troops in northeastern Borneo pushing into the British Province of Sarawak have taken the town of Marudi 20 miles beyond the Miri oilfields. In southeastern Borneo the Ausies now control 20 miles of the coast in the Balik Papan area. Correspondents in Buna say that the Japs are pulling their troops out of the bridgehead across the lower Sittang River. Both the British and the Japs are bringing up reinforcements for the next round of the battle for the Sittang Bend. In south China, Chinese troops are seriously threatening Kweilin, capital of Kwangsi Province. About 100 miles to the east the Chinese have taken another former American airbase near the Canton-Hangkow road.

Air Marshal Lloyd, Chief of the British Pacific Air Forces, has been conferring with American leaders on Guam and said that RAF heavy bombers will soon join in the attack on the Japanese homeland. The bombers will include the "Lincoln", a heavier and more powerful version of the 10 ton tonning "Lancaster".

EUROPE:
Secrecy covers the results of the "Big Three" meetings in Potsdam as the three allied leaders prepare to meet for the third day. There was no official announcement of a regular meeting yesterday but President Truman, Marshall, Stalin and Mr. Churchill held informal talks.

Rumors that Marshall Stalin brought peace offers from Japan to the United States along with the meeting were denied by the U.S. Government. The Belgian Senate has approved the bill that Leopold may not reign again unless Parliament agrees.

The Mediterranean Theatre of Operations, U.S. Army, expects to disband in December, leaving an occupation force in Italy of 28,000 men. This force will be under the United States Command in the European Theatre at a meeting of the Spanish Government, Francisco Franco, talked of restoring the monarchy in Spain, incorporating Falange Party principles.
TODAY MARKS THE END OF THE "DIVISION RADIO NEWS" IN THIS THEATRE OF OPERATIONS. WE'VE BEEN MORE THAN HAPPY TO HAVE BEEN ABLE TO PUT OUT THIS SHEET PRACTICALLY DAILY FOR THE PAST YEAR.

WE HOPE THAT THIS PAPER HAS HELPED YOU TO KEEP PACE WITH CURRENT EVENTS AND THAT "GILBERT" HAS FORCED A GRIN OUT NOW AND THEN.

WE REMEMBER THOSE OF THE 83RD WHO DID NOT LIVE TO SEE VICTORY OVER GERMANY BUT WE KNOW THAT THEY WILL NOT BE FORGOTTEN FOR WHAT THEY HAVE ACCOMPLISHED.

TO THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE GOING TO THAT PERMANENT UTOPIA, THE UNITED STATES, AS CIVILIANS, WE SAY "GOOD LUCK". TO THE REST — "SEE YOU IN THE PACIFIC."
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NOTE:
THE 83RD SIGNAL COMPANY HEREBY CHALLENGES ALL COMRADES TO SOFTBALL GAMES. PLEASE PHONE 1/Sgt STURGIS AT "BLUEJAY" FOR GAMES.